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Achieving a sense of self-mastery and inner freedom demands that we gain a measure of
hegemony over our thoughts. We learn to choose our thoughts so we are not at the mercy of
whatever burps up to the mind, thus transforming a cluttered mind into a peaceful inner state of
awareness. Through quieting the mind and conscious breathing, we can slow the onrush of
anxious, scattered thinking and come to a deeper awareness of the interconnectedness of all of
life. Once mastered, these techniques will carry over into every aspect and facet of our lives,
improving our physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual well-being.
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Eric Maroney, “Living with Paradox. Rav DovBer Pinson is one of the primary religiously orthodox
Jewish thinkers and writers who openly writes and discuss such topics as non-duality and
mediation.In Breathing and Quieting the Mind Rav Pinson takes on some basic meditation
techniques, and illustrates how they fit with Jewish life, Kabalistically understood.The reader will
encounter one of the basic problems of Jewish mysticism. As Rav Pinson understands it, God is
everywhere; there is no meaningful separation of God with anything else. The duality we see in
the world is not exactly an illusion, but not exactly real either. But definitely the world we think we
see is not the world that we see.The Kabbalah as understood by Rav Pinson and others takes
this unity as a premise, and then paradoxically further divides the world into sephirot and their
interactions. This is part of the Jewish mystical tradition, and should be respected. But its net
result is the piling on of further paradoxes and the atomizing of reality.As difficult as this can
become, and as a stumbling block one must be wary,this is part of reality, mysticism, non-
duality, and not a fault with Rav Pinson’s book.Living with paradox is part of the game.”

Marc Kaminsky, “.. In this book, Rav DovBer Pinson weaves together storytelling about hasidic
rebbes, scholarly exegesis of classical Jewish texts (the Rambam, the Ralbag and others), and
"holy imagination" (the Alte Rebbe's term for the faculty through which we raise knowledge to
the level of spiritual insight and receive revelations) in order to "redeem" traditional Jewish
meditational practices that became "exiled" as a result of the Holoocaust. After the Shoah, the
hasidic rebbes who survived made restoring their communities of faith and the everyday life of
piety the most urgent task, and the continuity of a major religious practice--quieting the mind in
solitude, making the ego transparent through cultivating the waking dream state of mindfuless
meditation--was all but severed. In Breathing and Quieting the Mind, Rav Pinson draws on
medieval and modern source-texts and the journal kept by a bokher learning meditation from the
Peasetzne Rebbe just before they were deported to the Warsaw Ghetto as a vast construction
site from which he reconstructs a nearly lost sacred practice of traditional Judaism. Those
interested in delving deeper into the teachings of Hasidism and the way they contribute to
equanimity and sanity in everyday life and to  spiritual development will find this book important.”

Jeff G, “Must read for the newbie and advanced Kabbalah student -- or for that matter anyone
who wants to know about meditation. In a world where Twitter, Facebook and everyday life
seemingly compete for more and more of our time, Rabbi Pinson teaches us how to slow down,
bringing some of the most esoteric principles of Kabbalistic meditation down to earth in an easy
to understand, and accessible way. Rabbi Pinson opens each section in Breathing and Quieting
the Mind with a foundational introduction that provides a rich understanding even before the how-
to part of the book. This is a page-turner. One gets the sense that Rabbi Pinson isn't afraid of
revealing everything to help the reader achieve what he describes as Deviekus, or the spiritual



sensation of being one with G-d. Lifelong spiritual seekers be forewarned: this is one of those
books where you'll want to get a copy for yourself, and for everyone else in your life you know
who could benefit from scholarly, but deeply spiritual insight and wisdom. The title is somewhat
of a misnomer: You'll definitely learn about breathing and quieting the mind, but pick up a lot
more. I'm not surprised that Rabbi Pinson has written another keeper.”

Aun Aprendemos, “A trusted author for our times.. This has been my go-to book for some
personal trauma healing for which no other medicines nor modalities of treatment seemed
effective. I’m grateful to Rabbi Pinson for being inspired to write and share it with all of us.”

Eliyahu N., “Jewish Meditation. My introduction to these concepts in Jewish language and
history. Very appreciated.”

yoelarry, “An Important Book. This masterpiece of traditional Chassidic meditative techniques is
just the medicine needed in a world of seemingly random and hectic occurrences. The methods
prescribed herein as originally set down by Bal Shem Tov and other Jewish masters have long
been hidden or largely ignored over the centuries except among certain circles of Kabbalists
and Mystics. Thanks to the scholarship of the Rav Dovber Pinson these life changing methods
are now available to all of us.  We can change our lives and the world, one breath at a time.”

abe.perlstein@gmail.com, “Wow right on target. I have read many books, in English and in the
original Hebrew, however I have not been able to find a Jewish source that gives specific,
detailed, steps on how to meditate. Finally, Rabbi Pinson puts it all together. I am also very glad
that this is only the first in a series of books he will be writing on this topic. I am excited and
looking forward to his next book in this series.”

Jennifer Cates, “Excellent book. One of the best book I have ever read. Thanks Rav.Very
practical and interesting. My favorite chapter was The Renewal.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Simple techniques of meditation. Clear concise precise easily applicable
methods of Jewish meditation. Rav Dover Pinson explains for the novice readers as well as the
more learned simple exercices of breathing to quiet the mind. I highly recommend it.”

Noah, “Practical, understandable, attainable. “All beginnings are hard” and all ends have a
beginning. Thankfully this book gives the beginner a strong start in the right direction for
meditation.”

The book by Helen Baird has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 34 people have provided feedback.
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